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Help!

Your IT is complex.  

Cloud and digital transformation are 
part of this complexity.

How can you navigate all of these 
concerns and have successful cloud 
adoption?
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“What [companies] really want is an end-to-end portfolio analysis 
and looking at all their workloads:

- Which ones are easy to move to cloud
- Which ones are medium-hard to move
- Which ones should go last because of dependency and legacies
- Which ones can easily be lifted and shifted
- Which ones should be rearchitected before the move to the cloud

They’re looking for help doing those portfolio assessments.”

Andy Jassy, CEO, Amazon Web Services

re:Invent 2018, Partner Summit Keynote



Flexera has offerings for each stage of your journey 

Plan and sequence

Chart the surest course to 
the cloud with intelligence 
on what workloads should 
be moved to the cloud and 
in what order

Optimize and 

synchronize

Account for every dollar 
going to the cloud to 
know what’s being spent 
and where it’s being 
wasted

Automate and 

orchestrate

Make decisions and set policy 
ahead of time so you’re 
continuously controlling costs 
and use across your entire 
cloud landscape

See and assess

Illuminate your entire IT 
landscape to understand 
what you have and what 
you want to move to the 
cloud



Success step 1: Discovery and organization

• Go big

• Cover your entire estate

• Going “app by app” takes too long and misses golden opportunities

• Automate service discovery

• Dependency mapping is not service mapping

• You are migrating services not servers, so make sure you focus on finding those as quickly 
as possible

• If you have to build out applications, you are wasting your time

• Collect over time

• A snapshot is not sufficient, and you will miss critical processes

• Think month-end and quarter-end or even weekend backups



Many opportunities outside your major apps



Discovery in action

AWS and RISC Networks (Flexera) worked together to help Turner (the Time Warner company behind 

CNN and Cartoon Network) migrate onto AWS. The AWS Professional Services team utilized the 

RISC Networks | Flexera Platform to discover over 10,000 devices, map over 600 applications, 

and identify over 1,000 servers sitting idle. Turner not only identified a potential security risk—they 

were also able to save thousands of dollars per year by not migrating idle servers.
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Success step 2: Plan and sequence

• Find low-hanging fruit

• Don’t go for hairiest beast first

• Build muscles for migration

• Prioritize applications that don’t impact external users

• Lift and shift—then modernize to gain traction

• Give your team low-risk options to start

• Prioritize rightsizing over reserved instances to start

• Rightsizing will give you bigger bang for your buck to start (see State of Cloud Report)



Scenario-based approaches are very effective

Optimize upgrade opportunitiesClose my data center quickly



Success step 3: Optimize and synchronize

• Validate your spend

• Are you on target for the spend you were expecting?

• How can you control the spend?

• “Spend sprawl” is real

• Do you know what resources are running and being billed in the cloud?

• Do you know what business services these resources are attached to?

• For success, this optimization must be automated

• Don’t assume you will have time to log in and check things



Choose tooling with customizable analytics
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Success step 4: Automate everything you can

• Use templates to assist deployment

• The growing number of cloud services provides many benefits, but 
also requires more effort to manage; templating helps

• Use common interfaces and definitions

• Dealing with translation between management interfaces is difficult 
and slows down your productivity

• Policies can help scale your operations by abstracting and automating

• Manage the cloud on a business-service basis

• Don’t deal with servers—deal with business services!



Let’s talk

Stop by our booth (#3430) in the Venetian Expo Hall
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